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Looking up, the stars 

at other stars broke their ranks.1 
The sky drifted free.2 

 
⁂3 

 
A continuation of Extended Techniques, an experimental lecture by Sprechgesang Institute focusing on nontraditional uses 
of conventional objects or tools, Asterisms will be the active site for unexpected hybridizations of categorical knowledge, a 
break from normalized interpretations of experience.4 
 
Sprechgesang5 Institute (S.I.) is a research-based platform for artists6 working in an in-between language of two or more 
disciplines. We believe in the ability of the gap7 between genres to produce fresh and innovative perspectives, offering 
room to breathe without boundaries, space to improvise and to question8 conventions. We host regular lectures, 
workshops, and dinners to draw connections and facilitate discussion of in-between languages.9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
1 In 1928, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) convened to divide the night sky into 88 official constellations which encompass all 
stars within the boundaries defined. Our entire celestial sphere was henceforth fixed in place depicting the designated images of 17 
mythological characters, 29 inanimate objects, and 42 animals. All further and unrecognized groupings of stars are considered asterisms, 
unofficial groupings or patterns we find in the night sky.* 
2 Free: Independent; autonomous; unrestricted; unbound by external authority, conditions, conventions, etc., in thought, right, action, 
volition, etc. 
3 Asterisms also exist in typography to draw attention to a passage in a text or to indicate a break in text as in a chapter break or 
footnote. Denoted by three asterisks (⁂), the symbol is used to separate subchapters, creating an interruption in language and 

narration. 
4 As early as prehistory, humans have created celestial patterns, connecting the dots to weave stories and recount mythologies in a 
world in which seemed more unknown than known. In our modern era, this magic of creation and invented understanding are all but lost 
to endlessly specific and sanctioned maps. Similarly, we have continued to specialize and define in every other aspect of our lives. 
Opportunities to combine distant genres and form our own narratives are few and far in between in our age of hyper specialization and 
immediate access. We are taught what is before us, we upload, and we recite. We fit ourselves within the bounds of the officially 
determined. 
5 Sprechgesang: A vocal technique halfway between song and spoken word. Sprechgesang is what occurs when actions are too grand to 
merely talk about but too fragile to sing; when the heart moves faster than the mouth and pitched syllables are more descriptive than 
words. Expanding the definition beyond the voice, sprechgesang more generally describes a search for a new mode of hybrid-
communication in the space between two disciplines or techniques. This concept makes up the root system of S.I.	
6 Artist: Someone who makes things 

7 Gap: Transitional space, a breath, a pause, a blink of silence that registers as substance, a striking resemblance to something familiar 
but not-yet named, an uncanny overlap 
8 To question: Why? Why not? What if? How? If not now, when? How come? What happens when...? Is it possible to...? Why can't we...? 
9 In-between languages: Mash-ups of two or more modes of making things. The result could be, for instance: an omelet with its contents 
organized as an archaeological site; a song cycle composed in the key of common household appliances; a late-night radio program 
approached from the perspective of rare or endangered plant species. 



 
* Constellations and asterisms 
 

88 constellations 
 
17 mythological characters: 
a chained maiden, a water bearer, a charioteer, a herdsman, a very vain queen, a king, a set of twins, a strong man,i an unspecified 
Indian, a serpent holder, a hunter, a Greek hero, an archer, a sculptor, a young maiden, a centaur, Berenice’s hair 
 
29 inanimate objects: 
an air pump, an altar, a chisel, the keel of a significant ship, the stern of that same ship, and also the sails of that ship, a drawing 
compass, a mariner’s compass, a southern crown, a northern crown, a cup, a southern cross, a celestial river, a furnace, a pendulum 
clock, a set of scales, a harp, a table mountain, a microscope, a carpenter’s level, an octant, a painter’s easel, a reticle, an arrow, a shield, 
a sextant, a telescope, a triangle, a very southern triangle 
 
42 animals: 
a bird of paradise, an eagle, a ram, a giraffe, a crab, a few hunting dogs, a big dog, a small dog, a sea goat, a whale, a chameleon, a raven, 
a swan, a dolphin, a dolphinfish, a dragon, the tiny horse, a crane, a water serpent, a water snake, a lizard, a larger lion, a tinier lion, a 
hare, a wolf, a lynx, a unicorn, a fly, a peacock, a winged horse, a phoenix, a few fishes, a particularly southern fish, a scorpion, a serpent, 
a bull, a toucan, a great bear, a lesser bear, a flying fish, a tiny fox, a dove 
 

common asterisms: 
a northern cross, a big dipper, a little dipper, a fish hook, a summer triangle, Orion’s belt 
 
some more asterisms:  
a bench, a cello,ii a couple of claw hammers,iii a chair, a coffee,iv a brain coral,v a collection of columns,vi a manual for a desk with various 
attachments,vii a chain of eggs,viii a few headphones, a range of instruments,ix an assortment of ladders,x a map,xi a painting,xii a pair of 
rocks, xiii and their data,xiv a projector, a score,xv a number of sand dollars,xvi a sound system, two steak knives,xvii some teeth,xviii Vasks’ 
intent, xix a sounding pillow,xx an object left at seaxxi 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
i Hercules; also the space in which we exhibit 
ii Clare Monfredo, Exercising a fragment of Vasks’ Grāmata cĕllam, Audio recording of cello and notations on paper, 2018 
iii François Sarhan, Analogy Fair, Single channel projection video documenting performance, 2018 
iv Sara Clugage, Imperial Service, Coffee urn, coffee cups, coffee sleeves, and coffee, 2018 
v Christopher Lin, Calcify, Brain coral and sand dollars on wooden desk and chair, 2016-18 
vi Katie Bell, Ladders and Columns, Wood, acrylic, foam, fabric, and laminate, 2016	
vii Daniel Mantilla, Manual for a Desk with Various Attachments, Ink and paint on paper and foam, 2018 
viii Alisha Wessler, Untitled (egg chains), Egg shells, plaster, resin, cotton cord, 2018 
ix Sarah K Williams, Orchestra of Obsessions and Dissatisfactions, Mixed media performative objects and headphones, 2018 
x Bell, 2016 
xi Wessler, Map, Ceramic and thread on woven cotton, 2018 
xii Mantilla, Patas Arriba, Acrylic on canvas, 2017 
xiii Ashley Williams, Remote Sensing and Hyperobject 2, Oil on panel, 2017 
xiv A Williams, Data for Remote Sensing and Data for Hyperobject 2, Oil on paper, 2017 
xv N Andrew Walsh, A World Made of Light, A5 sheets in paperboard box, 2016 (2018) 
xvi Lin, 2016-18 
xvii Sarhan, 2018	
xviii Lin, Pearly Whites, Polystyrene and teeth, 2017 
xix Monfredo, 2018 
xx Thalia Beaty, Radio for One, Pillow, headphones, and audio recording, 2018 
xxi Wessler, Found twin buoys and rope, 2017 


